
I am writing to express my deep concern about the accelerated time-line of the Kansas redistricting that
only takes place every 10 years. Last time, there were 4 months of scheduled hearings, which were only
done after the detailed census data was received and redistricting guidelines had been adopted by the 
legislature. I am wondering why that isn't the case this time around, where there are three hearings a 
day this week before any guidelines have been adopted. I appreciate that it has been announced that 
there will be another round of public hearings and hope that they can be done at a more measured pace 
to ensure greater public participation, and with a better knowledge of how redistricting will proceed.

I believe that it is in everyone's best interests for our state to have fair, balanced, and non-partisan 
redistricting. It has already been voiced by leaders that they hope to gerrymander districts in our state, a
view that is very short-sighted. If we all want to get along, and have an environment where we work 
together for the betterment of our state, it is so important that we all feel that we have a stake in our 
future, and that we are all represented fairly. It is imperative that we think in the long-term, and not just
for short-sighted immediate goals. Our state deserves the best shot at providing a great place to live and
work for its constituents, and that includes everyone's voice at the table, and a fair manner in which 
redistricting and voting happen. If we work together, we can all be more prosperous, which I hope is 
the goal of all involved in the leadership of our great state of Kansas.

Thank you for taking the time to hear my testimony.

Vanessa Bergman
Newton, Kansas
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